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. NWIG Exchange Guide
INTRODUCTION

.. -.

In this age of maintaining the nuclear stockpile without access to nuclear testing, the preservation of
and access to the data and information learned during our testing experience is of vital importance to
our scientists and engineers. In September 1994 a number of individuals representing a many of the
sites which comprise the Nuclear Weapons Complex formed the Nuclear Weapons Information Group
(NWIG). NWIG was chartered to “Define, develop and promote requirements, tools, techniques, and
formats to enable continuing and appropriate access to nuclear weapons data, information, and
knowledge across organizations. ”

The NWIG participants recognized that one key to maintaining access was the development of a
‘shared catalog’ of existing data and information, where it could be found, and how we could maintain
access to it in the future. This catalog, available on the secure network will consist of common set of
neutral Metadata elements (data about data) incorporating the details needed to access the archived
data. NWIG Working groups were formed to formalize the details. The NWIG Metadata Working
Group developed a list of NWIG Metadata Elements. The NWIG Tools Working Group developed a
number of Standards having to do with both exchange of data and its long-term storage. In order to
place increased emphasis on implementatio~ and actual exchange of metadata and data, the Exchange
Working Group formed as a follow on organization to the Metadata and Tools Working Groups. In May
1997, the Exchange Working Group was chartered, “TOfacilitate the creation, exchange and use of
metadata and data objects in suppott of the goak of the Nuclear Weapons Information Group and the
needs of participating sites”. This NWIG Exchange Guide has been developed by the NWIG Exchange
WorKng Group to provide documentation for use by sites in authoring NWIG compliant neutral
metadata.
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I NWIG Exchange Guide
Documentation of Metadata Element ConcerXs

This section of the NWIG Exchange Guide is designed to provide basic information to those creating
metadata in the NWIG Exchange Format. -

This section refers to several important concepts and aspects of the metadata exchange. It is essential
that the user understand these concepts before authoring metadata.

CONCEPT: Data Object
Data Object is the generic name given to any physical or electronic “object” for which a metadata record
is being created. A metadata record is cr?ated to describe and locate the object it references. The
choice of the term data object conveys the sense that many objects containing intellectual content
(data, information) occur in a variety of modes and forms that go beyond the traditional document. The
kinds of objects likely to be encountered by users creating metadata records are specifically laid out
through the use of several elements in the metadata format:

<TYPE> obiect tv~e
cSLJB~pE> obiect sljbtv~e

cMED-FMT> media/fOfiat
<SIZE> size

.

<ATTR> attribute
See documentation below on each of these “type specific” elements for further details.

CONCEPT: Unique Record
Implicit in a metadata exchange format is the requirement that every record be unique, so that there
should never be the possibility of having two identical records in an exchange (virtual or real). The key
to ensuring that records are unique is to assign each record a unique identifier. The unique identifier is
the NWIG Identifier <M-ID> element in the record (for details, see specific description of this element
later in this Guide.) A unique record is different from a unique data object. The data object may exist
at different physical or electronic locations, in different formats, with different institutional and personai
custodians. Each of these different “states” of the data object can be described by its own unique
metadata exchange record, the uniqueness guaranteed by the assignment of a unique identifier.

CONCEPT: Metmkta Elements
Each metadata element (i.e., field) that constitutes a metadata record has an XML (= Extensible Markup
Language) tag or mnemonic to identify it. Each element uses an uppercase mnemonic for the XML tag
by which it is identified.

Some elements describe aspects of the data object itself (e.g., the data object’s content or
classification), while others describe the metadata record. When elements describing the object and
the record are analogous, the tags are related by the use of “M-” for the metadata record element, e.g.,

<LEV> indicates the classification level of the data object
cM-LEV> indicates the classification level of the metadata record
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See TABLE: Complete set of NWIG metadata elements, p. 8.
-.

CONCEPT: Classification Information
The database of metadata exchange records (referred to as the Exchange Database) is classified
system R\gh at SECRET/ RESTRICTED DATA, Sigma 1 and Sigma 12.

There are a variety of ways that the classification of the data object, as well as the classification of the
metadata record in its entirety, and the classification of individual metadata elements may be indicated.
Classification information pertinent to specific elements will be included in the documentation below on
each element.

Several elements, combined, are used to provide classification information about the data object:
Object Classification Level <LEV>, Object Classification Category <CAT>, Object Weapon Data
Category cWDC>, Object Caveat <CAV>. Analogouslyf the corresponding elements described the
overall classification of the metadata record itself are Metadata Classification Level cM-LEV>,
Metadata Classification Category <M-CAT>, Mletadata Weapon Data Category <M-WDC>,
Metadata Caveat cM-CAV>. The metadata recc]rd classification always defaults to that of the data
object it describes unless specifically overridden after review by an authorized derivative classifier
(ADC).

Certain elements are identified as containing unclassified information content only if the element tag has
a label attribute of U (= unclassified) within the begin element tag. The elements where this is most
likely to appear are Title cTI>, Abstract cAB>. Other elements to which it may apply are Keyword
cKMf>, Comment <COM>, and Collection ?itle<C-Ti>.

Example:

cT! cLs=’’lJ’’>Diamond Fortune Preshot Repofi (lJ)c/Tl>

In the example above, the title is declared unclassified through the use of the begin tag <Tl CLS=’’U”>.
The presence of (U) at the end of the title is not used by the system to determine classification status.

Note that a classification indicator is only used if it represents the results of a formal evaluation of the
content of the metadata element andlor the data object it describes. The lack of an indicator means
that either no such evaluation has taken place, or if it has, there is no record of the result.

CONCEPT: User
The term “user” in this document means any individual who either creates metadata records for
exchange or has access to some potion of the Exchange Database either as paftial or full metadata
records. A user in this context must hold an active U.S. Department of Energy Q clearance or an
equivalent other U.S. Government clearance. Such a user must also be approved for access to Sigma
1 and Sigma 12 nuclear weapon data.

CONCEPT: Authorities
The content of several metadata elements is derived, in part or in full, from a controlled list of possible
terms. When a particular element or aspect of an element is indicated as authority controlled, this
means that the user must select from the list of possible terms; no other terms but those on the list are
permitted. Any additions, deletions, or modifications of an authority list come under the NWIG
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Confkwration Control process; that is, arbitrary, or site-specific changes to the contents of the lists
cannot be made. If the agreed-upon convention is that use of an authority list is not mandatory (only
“recommended”), then in those instances where an entry is not taken from the authority list, the
contributing organization must so indicate by the use of the standard label for site specific, “SS,” e.g.,
LBL=’’SS” (see below for the concept of Standard Label).

The content of some elements must be derived only from the terms in the authority list. For other
elements, the terms other than those that appear on the authority list maybe used although it is
recommended that the terms used be selected from the authority fist. Mandato~ authority lists are
indicated by upper case. When the contents of a patilcular field must come exclusively from a given
authority list, this is explicitly stated. If the authority is used primarily or exclusively in a particular
metadata element, the element tag will be indicated within angle brackets after the authority name.

“1.

2$

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Archive Location cLOC>: using an entity definition approach (see CONCEPT: Entity
Definition below), an authority list of locations where data objects are physically or
electronically stored.
Canceled Event Name 4(MI>: name assigned to a planned or proposed U.S. or U.K. nuclear
explosion that was either postponed or canceled (includes names of one-point tests).
CAVEATS AND DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT cM-CAV>, cCAV>: limitations or restrictions
on dccess to information contained in data objects; caveats can be applied to both
unclassified and classified matter. The Distribution Statement letter indicators are a set of
DOE and DoD indicators of to whom distribution can be made of DOE- and DoD-generated
documents. Only these caveats and dkttibution statements maybe used in Afetadata
Caveat <M-CAW and Object Caveat <CAb.
CLASSIFICATION CATEGORY <M-CAT>, <CAT>: on!y these classification categories may
be used in 4WCATB and ~CAT~I.
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL cM-LEV>, <LEV% ody these classification /eve[s may be used in
Metadata Chs.sitlcation Level 4WLEIP and Object C/assifkation Level <LEW.
Deliverv Svstem cKIIW: acronym for the delive~ system that transports the weapon to its
target.
Device Name cKVW: code name or nickname assigned to a specific primary, secondary, or
nuclear assembly package. [CLASSIFIED AUTHORITY LISTl
Event Name <KM& name assigned to a U.S. or U.K. nuciear explosion. The event names
are based on document DOHNV-209 Rev. 14 (United States Nuclear Tests, Juiv 7945
thmud? September f 992 W), Dec. 1994, 107 p., unlimited distribution), Los Alamos National
Laboratory’s COEDS database, and a listing prepared by DoD’s Defense Special Weapons
Agency (DSWA).
Operation Name <KM& name assigned to a nuclear test series.

10.Organizational Acronvm <ORG>: acronym assigned to a specific organization, facility, etc.
31. ORGANIZATIONAL ENTITY PREFIX cM-ID>: the prefix portion of the NWIG Identifier <M-

ID> element that indicates the organizational entity and/or subentity that contributed a record.
These pn#ikes are requited and are the only ones that maybe used in NW7G Identifier clU-
[D>.

12.SUBJECT CATEGORY <SUBJ>: two separate authority lists exist, for objects and activities,
respectively. At least one subject catego~ in each record must be derived by selecting an
object, combined with an activity, from the lists.

13.WeaDon Part Name <KM& designator or nickname assigned to a discrete part or
assemblage of parts which in aggregate comprise a nuclear weapon. [CLASSIFIED
AUTHORITY LIS~

14.Weapon Svstem cKVW: alphanumeric designator used to identify a complete nuclear
weapon package, including both physics package(s) and weaponization patis.
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CONCEPT: Standard Labels
Standard labels are a feature, within the XML format and can be used in any metadata element. A label
is intended to assist in understanding the content of a field by adding context. Depending on the
definition of an element, the meaning of the content maybe obvious without the use of a label. In such
instances, a label should only be used to indicate a departure from the “normal” definition. For
example, the element Originating Organization “cORG> normally means the organization which
originated the data object. However, a label could be used for a second occurrence of Originating
Organization <ORG> to indicate the relationship of that occurrence to the first occurrence, such as the
author’s organizational affiliation, if that differs from the first occurrence of Originating Organization
<ORG>.

A Table of Standard Labels has been developed to provide guidance and standardization in the usage
of labels. Changes, deletions, and modifications to standard labels are handled through NWIG
Configuration Control.

The structure, within XML, of an element with a label is as follows:
cELE L~L=’’~BEL_NAM~>content</ELE>

where “ELE” is the generic mnemonic of an XML tag.

Contributors have two choices in using labels to qualify the contents in an element:
1.

2,

Select a label from the Tabk of Standard Labels; if this is done, the label must be consistent
with the definition and should be used only in the specific elements indicated, if usage is
limited to particular elements.

.

Example:
<KW LBL=’’EVENT’’>TAFlKW>W>

To use labeling but not from the Table, it is recommended that there be an indication that the
label used is “site specific.” The recommended format is a label as follows: ss_qualifier
where “ss” indicates that the contents are being qualified, but not with a standard NWIG
label, and “qualifier” would be the name selected by the contributing entity to indicate the
nature of the particular label.

Example:
cKW SS LANL-COEDS=’’Welinitz fiie’’>Vade Mecum</KW>

When selecting keywords from authority lists for the Keyword 4(’W> element, the appropriate label is
included to indicate from which authority list a term has been derived. Otherwise, any system checks
that may be used (to determine that a term is correctly taken from the authority list) will not cause a
failure.

CONCEPT: Entity Definition
An entity definition, within the XML convention, permits the linking of a brief heading to a complete
reference in an entity definitions “table.” The advantage of this approach is twofold: “

1. For standard information that appears in many records, the heading helps to keep the record
length shorter than it would otherwise be

2. If the contents of the full definition to which the header refers may change, the table can be
updated without needing to change the header, which setves merely as a “pointer” to the full
information.
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Entity definitions may be locally defined, but it is preferable that a metadata record contributor submit
-entity definitions for use in the shared set of NWIG Exchange Database entity definitions. Currently a

“ set of entitv definitions has already been developed for use with the Location cLOC> element.
Contents of Location <LOC> that represent an entity definition begin with an ampersand. Tools may
be developed to provide users with the ability to view the full definition of the entity.

CONCEPT: Thesaurus
A thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary arranged in a known order, covering a subject area, and used to
select indexing terms (subject headings) and/or keywords for describing the intellectual content of a
data object. Thesauri are structured so that equivalence, homographic, hierarchical, and associative
relationships among terms are displayed clearly and identified by standardized relationship indicators
(cross references, narrower and broader terms, “see also” suggestions, etc.) that are employed
reciprocally. Many thesauri include term definitions, scope notes, and historical information (e.g., the
date a particular concept or term was added to the thesaurus). [NOTE: Some of the previous was
paraphrased from the NISO definition of a thesaurus.]

Within the NWIG Exchange framework, one principal thesaurus has been developed and selected as
the prima~ source of weapon-related terminology to assist in selecting keywords for the cKW> element,
describing the content of a particular data object for which a metadata record is being created. This is
the NWIG Core Thesaurus (NCT), derived principally from the Weapon Data Glossary and Thesaurus
(WDGT), produced and maintained by DOES Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI).

The NCT was developed by Lawrence Liverrnore National Laborato~ using commercial thesaurus
software (COTS). It provides definitions, descriptions, and relationships for weapon-related terminology
contained in the NWIG authorities.

Since keywords may be generated using a thesaurus or “free form,” some sites may wish to use other
thesauri, developed to meet special needs, as the source for keywords they create.

The Table of Standard Labels provides a mechanism to indicate, if desired, that a keyword has been
chosen from a particular thesaurus. It is recommended that if a keyword was taken from a thesaurus,
the label format be followed to indicate this within the exchange format.

CONCEPT: Mandatory versus Recommended Elements
To meet the metadata exchange format requirements, a core set of metadata elements must be
included in a metadata record. The NWIG Exchange Working Group strongly recommends that if a site
has information available to it that belongs in a nonmandatofy element, all reasonable effort be made to
provide that information in the interest of making the record as valuable as possible for exchange.

See TABLE: Complete set of NWIG metadata elements, p. 8, for an indication of which elements are
mandatory and which are recommended.

CONCEPT: Number of Occurrences of an Element
For some elements only one occurrence is permitted. However, most metadata elements can be
repeating; i.e., they may contain more than one occurrence in a single record.

The documentation of each metadata element indicates the occurrence pattern that is permitted. The
options are:

. One only
Page 7



● One or more
.-

. Zero or more

One only indicates a mandatory element which must occur and which can occur only one time- that
is, it cannot be repeated in the same record. One or more indicates a mandatory element which may
repeat. Zero or more indicates that the element is nonmandatory, and therefore need not appear at all
in the metadata record. However, if it occurs, it is permitted to have multiple occurrences.

For certain explicitly designated elements, it is required that multiple occurrences each have separate
begin and end tags. For the remainder, if an element repeats within the same metadata record, it is
only recommended that each occurrence of the element have separate begin and end tags. The
individual element descriptions which follow indiciate those for which each occurrence of the element in
the record must have separate begin and end tags.

Example of recommended format for repeating occurrences:
cAU>Smith, JRe/AU>
<AU> Martinez, KV</AIJ>

This example indicates that for the data object described, there are two authors responsible.

CONCEPT: Default Values for Elements
Default values for mandatory elements are handled through the use of the STATUS attribute (i.e.,
STATUS=”DEF”). Three default-type situations are permitted:

NULL = no data is available for the element or if it exists, it is unknown
NA = not applicable; i.e., in the view of the metadata preparer, the element is not

applicable to the data object being described.
WH = Withheld; i.e., a value exists, but the organization creating the metadata

record has consciously chosen to withhold the information from specific metadata
elements in the exchange record;

Examples:
cTI STATUS=”DEF’’>NtJLL</Tl>
<M-Wt)CSTATUS=”DEF”> NAC/M-WDC>
<Tl STATUS= ’’wH”></Tl>
cSUBJ STATUS= ’’DEF”>7OO2/ALL</SUBJ>*

Note that these default values provide a mechanism to insure that a mandato~ element is present, as
the exchange format requires, even though no information is available for the particular data object.
These values can be used for nonmandatory elements - those that are “recommended” although the
alternative is simply to leave those elements out of the record.

CONCEPT: Common Need-to-Know Subset of NWIG Metadata
The common need-to-know (NTK) subset of NWIG metadata is a predefine set of metadata elements
in a metadata record that can be returned to a user even if that user is not explicitly allowed access to
the entire record according to the NTK access rules. This approach can indicate to a user searching
the metadata catalog that there are one or more records that match the search query, even if it is not
possible to see all the relevant metadata available for that data object.

The following metadata elements represent the “minimal” common NTK subset:
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M-ID

! M-LOAD
,, ,

M-LEV (+M-CAT, M-WDC, M-CAV), M-REV,
TI* ‘

,.

CR-DT
LEV (+CAT, WDC, CAV)
NTK
ORG
TYPE
SUBTYPE
SIZE
LOC
CON
EX-ID
AU

* TI is on/y part of the common NTK subset if the leading tag is specified as cTI CLS=’’U”>.

CONCEPT: Legacy Records System
A legacy record system is a system that contained metadata information entries about data objects prior
to the development of the NWIG Metadata Exchange format. Because the effort had been made to
create descriptive records of data objects before the specifications of a shared exchange format
existed, the organization or entity that is custodian of these records is likely to develop a program to
convert its records, as they exist in their legacy format, into the exchange format. This being the case,
the likelihood is that many of the recommended but not mandatory elements will be missing when
converted into the NWIG exchange format, if they were not already in the legacy record system. The
contributing organization is unlikely to be in a position to enhance its records with information
recommended in the exchange format. The time and expense required to evaluate missing mandatory
elements and add content for records in the legacy system precludes doing this. Thus, for selected
elements, defaults are explicitly permitted to otherwise mandatory requirements if the records
contributed in the metadata exchange format have been derived from a legacy record system.
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TABLE: Complete Set of NWIG Metadata Elements
[listed in the required sequence of elements for a metadata record]

Element Name XML Tag Page Number
Mandatory Elements in Bold Italic for detaiied

NW!G IdenMer M-ID 15
Metadata Load Date M-LOAD 16
Metadata Classification Level M-LEV 17
Metadata Classification Category* M-CAT 18
Metadata Weapon Data Category* M-WDC 19
Metadata Caveat* M-CAV 20
fvletadata Source M-SRC 21
Metadata Revision M-REV 22
Titfe TI 23
Creation Date CR-DT 24
Object Classification Levef LEV 25
Object Classification Category * CAT 26
Object Weapon Data Category * WDC 27
Object Caveat * CAV 28
Need-to-Know NTK 29
Originating Organization -. ORG 30
Subject Category SUBJ 31
Type TYPE 32
Subtype SUBTYPE 33
Media/Format MED-FMT 34
Size SIZE 35
Attribute ATTR 36
Location LOC 37
Technical Contact CON 38

Author AU 40
Kevword KW 41
Abstract/Description AB 42
See Also Reference ~

Version Note VER 44

Comment + COM 45
Collection TMe + C-TI 46
Browse Form BROWSE 47
External Element EX-EL 48

* Mandato~ element only if it exists for the applicable data object (e.g., M-CAT only applies if metadata
record is classified).
+ Recommended element only if applicable.
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NOTE The following descriptive elements represent the “template’ for describing and providing
guidance on the creation, purpose, and use of each metadata element in the NWIG metadata
exchange format= If any other elements are added to the format, documentation of those
elements should follow the format below.

h’aa: ELEMENT TAGI

Element: [Full Name of Element]

Brief Definition:

Format

Example(s): (include explanatory information that points out distinctive and illustrative aspects of the
example to the user. When more than one example is given, all represent preferred formatting and the
order shown does not imply preference. Examples given consecutively without line spacing are
intended to illustrate multiple occurrences of an element in the same metadata record. Examples given
consecutively with line spacing between them are intended to illustrate occurrences from difierent
metadata records.

Mandatory or Recommended:

Legacy Exception:

Number of Possible Occurrences:

Classification Information:

Additional Information:

Unresolved Issues:
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Element:
NWIG Identifier

Brief Definition:
The NWIG identifier assigned to each data object and its corresponding metadata record. This
identifier must be constructed to guarantee its uniqueness within the NWIG shared catalog.

Format:
This element is structured, with the following components in the order listed:

1. the Organizational Entitv Prefix - this prefix must be obtained from the authority controlled list
2. a unique string containing any combination of characters except > < &

Example(s):
<M.\ D>SNL-12345678</M-lD>

<M-lD>SNL-KPP-12345678 </M-lD>

<M-[D>~-Rc-67-l 7A5</M4D>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One only

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. This element functions as a unique identifier (that is, in the NWIG metadata format, the record is

unique) and possibly also as an accession number. A site-specific code must be prefixed to the
unique string. it identifies the site or site/sub-organization. It indicates the site that contributed the
record and ensures that the identifier is distinct from that of other NWIG contributors. The prefix
code is controlled, but a registry of prefixes is maintained by OSTL If a prefix is already re~istered
and oosted, it cannot be used by another organization.
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Element:
Metadata Load Date

Brief Definition:
The metadata load date is the date that the metaidata record was created for the NWIG exchange effort.

Format
YYWMMDD where

W = the year, using four digits
MM = the month, using two digits
DD = the day of the month, using two digits

Example(s):
<M-LOAD> 1997~1 31 </M-LOAD>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None -.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One only

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. The date must be specific to the day, since itrepresents an actual load date into the exchange

format. This date should not be confused with the date that a metadata record was originally
created in the contributing organization’s local system or catalog.

. There are two possible and very different interpretations of the Metadata Load Date, both of which
are permitted - either as a fixed date that represents the initial load of the record into the exchange
format and which never changes after that, or a date that changes each time the contributing
organization reloads the entire database. Each contributing site may develop its own policy on how
it will treat <M-LOAD> to ensure clarity for other organizations interpreting its records. Users should
be aware that changing the cM-LOAD> date to that of the reload date will make it impossible to
determine the date the record was originally contributed to the Exchange Database.

I
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Element:

I Metadata Classification Level

Brief Definition:
Security classification level of the metadata as distinct (and possibly different) from the level of the data
object.

Format:
Classification levels are authority controlled from the Classification Level authority, and in the metadata
record levels are indicated by standard abbreviations. Records being converted from legacy systems
may contain classification levels in use,at the time the record was created or the object was assigned a
classification, provided the level is listed in the authority.

I Example(s):
<M. LEV>S</MILEV>

I Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandato~

I
Legacy Exceptions:
Records created using obsolete classificati& levels that reflect earlier practices can be converted into
the exchange format with the obsolete classification levels. Each site will need to make its own decision
on whether to keep the obsolete classification levels or review its objects and reclassify them.

I Number of Possible Occurrences:
One only

I Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. Users preparing metadata need to be aware that metadata records can become classified by

aggregating pieces that in themselves are not classified. Through such aggregation the metadata
record may have a higher classification than the data object it describes.
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Element
Metadata Classification Category

Brief Definition:
Security classification category of the metadata as distinct (and possibly different) from the category of
the data object.

Format:
Classification categories are taken from the authority-controlled Classification Cate~orv authority and
in the metadata record categories are indicated by standard abbreviations. Records being converted
from legacy systems may reflect categories in use at the time the record was created or the object was
assigned a classification, provided the level is listed in the authority.

Example(s):
cM.CAT>RD4M-CAT>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory if a classification category exists for the metadata.

Legacy Exceptions:
Legacy metadata records at the Confident~~l or Secret level that do not have a category associated with
the classification will be assumed to be Restricted Data (RD), in the absence of a specific review to
determine the category.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or one

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:

● cM-CAT> does not appear if <M-LEV> is UNCLASSIFIED.

● After the issuance of Executive Order 12958 (July 1996), the category NSI (NATIONAL SECURITY
INFORMATION) is not explicitly used, and there will be no classification category for classified
matter considered NSL
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Element
Metadata Weapon Data Category

Brief Definition:
DOE Weapon Data Category of the metadata as distinct (and possibly different) from the weapon data
category of the data object. Sigma is currently used to indicate a Weapon Data Category.

Format
Use the Weapon Data Category designation (e.g., Sigma 1, Sigma 12) combined with the specific
number or letter that indicates the nature of the weapon information in the metadata record. For
multiple categories applying to a single record, repeat the element for each category.

Example(s):
<M.WDC>SIGMA I c/M-VIJDC>
<M-WDC>SIGMA I I </M-l/l/DC>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory only if the metadata record contains designated weapon data category information.

Legacy Exceptions: .
None

.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. This element is reserved for Department of Energy designations onlv.



Element
Metadata Caveat

Brief Definition:
DOE, DoD and other official organizationally defined limitations or restrictions on access to or
distribution of the information contained in the metadata. Caveats apply to both unclassified and
classified information. The Caveats and Distribution Statements Authoritv is used for the contents of
both the <M-CAV> and <CAV> elements.

Format:
This is a text element. It is under authority and configuration control as defined in the Caveats and
Distribution Statements Authoritv from which applicable caveat(s) and distribution statement(s) are to
be selected. Distribution Statement Iettercodes are used by both the DOE and DoD as indicators of to
whom distribution can be made of documents generated by these agencies.

Example(s):
<M-CAV>DiSt-A</M-CAV>

<M-CAV>NOFO RN4M-CAC>
.

Mandatory or Recommended:
.

Mandatory only if metadata caveatidistribution limitation(s) exist.

Legacy Exceptions:
None. ‘The Caveats and Distribution Statements Authority contains both current and obsolete
values.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information: -
. Determination of who has access to the information in the metadata record is based on the principle

that repeating occurrences of the <M-CAV> element are to be Boolean ANDed. That is, an
individual must simultaneously meet all the caveat and distribution statement restrictions that apply
to the record.
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Element
Metadata Source

Brief Definition:
The author, program, or process that created or was responsible for the metadata (including a
download operation or translation program which converts site-specific metadata to the NWIG
standard).

Format
This element is unstructured.

Example(s):
cM-SRC>X Vau{t Custodiane/M-SRC>
<M-SRC>SNL Libra~ Download</M-SRC>
cM-SRC>Ward, CLe/M-SRC>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. The record identifier prefix that begins <M-ID> typically indicates the <M-SRC>.
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Element:
Metadata Revision

Brief Definition:
Documentation of changes made to a specific metadata record.

Format
This element is unstructured, but it is recommended that the following be included, preferably in the
order indicated:

Name of the person who changed the record
Date of the change, preferably in YYYYMMDD date format
Brief note on the nature of the change

Example(s):
<M-REV>Collins, KA, 19970916, Corrected title</M-REV>

<M-REV> NEwoN, H, 19970131, ADDED A@STRACT</M-REV>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended .

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. This element should be used only to annohte changes made to the record. It should not be used to

indicate changes in the version of the data object (see cVER> element for this purpose).
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Elemen@
Title

Brief Definition:
The title or subject of the data object. If a formal title exists, it should always be used. If a formal title
does not exist, then a brief description of the data object that captures what the intellectual content of
the data object is about must be supplied.

Formak
This element is unstructured.

Example(s):
cTI CLS=’’U”>Diamond Fortune Preshot Report (U)<~l>

cTI CRD> Photograph of the construction of the first underground tunnel at the
Nevada Test Site (CRD)<~l>

<Tl>Minutes of the Meeting of the NWIG/MDWG, January 25, 1996</Tl>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

.

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One or More

Classification Information:
May contain classified information. If the title is known to be unclassified, it is strongly recommended
that the begin tag be <Tl CLS=”U”>.

Additional Information:
●

●

●

●

●

For common Need-to-Know subset, the “U” indicating an unclassified title must be inside the begin
tag (i.e., ~Tl CLS=W>)
Classification ievel should be appended, if it exists, but is not required. See examples above.
Title classification level should be included in the element tag. See the examples above. If the title
does not contain a classification designation within the elefnent fag, it is treated as having the
same classification as the data object.
If more than one title (including different types of titles, e.g., subtitle, brief tiffe) exists, then it is
recommended that the titles be listed in descending order of relevance and be identified through the
use of a label.
A classified title automatically makes the metadata record classified.
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Element
Creation Date

Brief Definition:
The date the data object was originally created, or the date range covered by the data object.

Format:
YYWMMDD where

YYYY= the year, using four cligits
MM = the month, using two digits; use “00” if not known
DD = the day of the month, using two digits; use “00” if not known

Example(s):
<CR-~T>l 9Q5Q321 </CR-DT>

cCR-DT def>l 9930000</CR-DT>

<CR-DT LBL=”begin”>l9511 022c/CR-DT~
cCR-DT LBL=”end”>l 951 1025</CR-DT>

.

<CR-DT LBL=’’begin”> 19960700</CR-DT. “
<CR-DT LBL=’’end’’SongoingCRCDT>T>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
● Use Standard Labels (see examples) to inciicate a date range including an end date of “ongoing” if

the data object is in the process of continuous development when the metadata record was created.
. If it is not possible to ascertain the date a data object was created, use the “clef” attribute and fill in

with zeros (see example). The use of “clef” is particularly useful if only the approximate year is
known, such as the decade during which the object was likely created.

● If the date is completely unknown, then use the default value of NULL.
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Element
Data Object Classification Level

Brief Definition:
Security classification level of the data object.

Format
Classification levels are authoritv controlled. The permissible levels include obsolete andnon-DOE
levels. The classification level authority list uses standard abbreviations. Records being converted from
legacy systems may contain classification levels in use at the time the record was created or the object
was assigned a classification, provided the level is listed in the authority.

Example(s):
<LE~>S</LEV>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

*
Legacy Exceptions:
None, since obsolete and non-DOE levels are permitted if on the Classification Level Authoritv List..

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One only

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. Users preparing metadata need to be aware that metadata records can become classified by

aggregating pieces that in themselves are not classified. Through such aggregation the metadata
record may have a higher classification than the data object it describes.

. Sites have the option of using an obsolete or non-DOE classification level, if it is listed in the
Classification Level Authoritv List or alternatively, the equivalent current level maybe provided.

● If the class~cation level @the data object changes after the metadata record was created, note
change details imthe <M-REV> element.
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Element:
Data Object Classification Category

Brief Definition:
Security classification category of the data object.

Format:
Classification categories are authority controlled. In the metadata record categories are indicated by
standard abbreviations. Records being converted from legacy systems may contain categories in use at
the time the record was created or the object was assigned a classification, provided the level is listed in
the authority.

Example(s):
<CAT> RD</CAT>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory if a classification category exists for the metadata.

Legacy Exceptions:
Legacy data objects at the Confidential or Secret level that do not have a category associated with the
classification will be assumed to be Restricted Data (RD), in the absence of a specific review to
determine the category.

1

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or one

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
● <CAT> does not appear if <LEV> is UNCLASSIFIED.

. After the issuance of Executive Order 12958 (July 1996), the category NSI (NATIONAL SECURITY
INFORMATION) is not explicitly used, and there will be no classification category for classified
matter considered NSf.
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Element
Object Weapon Data Category

Brief Definition:
DOE Weapon Data Category of the data object. Sigma k the current terminology used to indicate a
Weapon Data Category.

Formak
Use the Weapon Data Category designation (i.e., Sigmal, Sigma 12) combined with the specific
number or letter that indicates the nature of the weapon information in the data object. For multiple
categories applying to a single data object, repeat the designation for each category.

Example(s):
<WDC>Sigma 1cANOC>
eWDC>Sigma f ?</WDC>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory only if the data object contains designated weapon data category information.

Leaacv Exceptions: .
Ma~y ~gacy data objects that are Secret Restricted Data (SRD), Secret Formerly Restricted Data
(SFRD), Confidential Restricted Data (CRD), or Confidential Formerly Restricted Data (CFRD) were not
marked as Sigma, though they contain Sigma categofy content. If so, the Sigma designation should be
explicitly used. If legacy data objects lack an explicit Sigma designation, they default to the locally
determined system high.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
None
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Element
Data Object Caveat

Brief Definition:
DOE, DoD, and other official organizationally-defined limitations or restrictions on access to or
distribution of the information contained in the metadata. Caveats apply to both unclassified and
classified information. The Caveats and Distribution Statements Authority is used for the contents of
both the cM-CAV> and <CAV> elements.

Format:
This is a text element. It is under authority and configuration control as defined in the Caveats and
Distribution Statements Authoritv from which applicable caveat(s) and distribution statement(s) are to
be selected. Distribution Statement letter codes are used by both the DOE and DoD as indicators of to
whom distribution can be made of documents generated by these agencies.

Example(s):
eCAV>DiSt-Ge/CAV>
<CAV>lJCNl</CAC>

<cAv>NoFORN</cAv> .

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory on/y ~fa data object caveat/distribution limitation(s) exists.

Legacy Exceptions:
None. The Caveats and Distribution Statements Authority contains both current and obsolete
values.

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Additional Information:
. Determination of who has access to the information in the metadata record is based on the principle

that repeating occurrences of the <CAV> element are satisfied using a Boolean AND. That is, an
individual must simultaneously meet all the caveat and distribution statement restrictions that apply
to the record.
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Element:
Need-to-know

Brief Definition:
The contents of this element will be used to establish a user’s need-to-now access to the data object
and its related metadata.
The element consists of three sub-elements, only the first of which is mandatory:

. NTK-Owner ID cNTK:OWNID> - The owner of the data object who has the authority to
designate need-to-know.

. NTK-Subject cNTK:SUBJ> - One or more subject categories in which the object code
component of the subject category consists of at least two digits.

. NTK-Restrictions <NKT:RSTR> - Site-specific imposed restrictions on access. (Standard
restrictions on access should be listed in the <M-CAV>, cCAV>, <M-WDC>, and/or <WDC> as
appropriate.)

● NTK-Keyword <NKT:KUb - One or more keywords (words related to or descriptive of the data
object), which the metadata author feels should be used to establish need to know access.

Format
The element consists of three sub-elements:

NTK-Owner ID <NTK:OWNID>
NTK-Subject cNTK:SUBJ>
NTK-Restrictions <NTK:RSTR> .
NTK-Keyword <NTK:KW>

.

Example(s):
<NTK>
<NTK:OWNID> L&)(w</NTK:Ol/VN ID>
<NTK:SIJBJ> 05nST</NTK:SIJBJ>
<NTK: RSTR> LANL XDIVc/NTK:RSTR>
<NTK:RSTR> LANL E3A</NTK:RSTR>
<NTK:KW> w76c//+JTK:Kl/v>
</NTK>

Mandatory or Recommended:
The OWNID sub-element is the only portion of the element that is mandatofy. The default value is
NULL

Legacy Exception=
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
The OWNID sub-element must occur once only. There can be multiple occurrences of the other sub-
elements.

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
None
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Element
Originating Organization

Brief Definition:
The organization(s) or entities that were responsible for creating the intellectual content of the data
object. This could be one or more of the following (non-exclusive) categories: 1) author’s employer; 2)
sponsov 3) corporate publisher; and/or 4) contractor.

Format
This element is unstructured. Use the Organizations Authority for a list of common organization
names. Use available Standard Labels for clarifying the relationship of the organization to the data
object. Additional information, such as location, maybe included.

Example(s):’
<ORG>SNLc/QRG>

<ORG>Logicon R&D Associates (RDA) (Los Angeles, CA)</ORG>
<ORG LBL=’’sponsor’’>The White House</ORG>

Mandatory or Recommended: .

Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
None
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Element:
Subject Category

Brief Definition:
Information indicating the subject of the data object in a broad sense.

Format
Any occurrences of this element derived from the NWIG authorized object and activity lists consists of
two component parts: (1) a numerical code for the object category, that is, what “thing” the data object
describes, and (2) a three-letter code to indicate the activity, that is, the perspective that helps to define
the context of the object. The object and activity must be taken from approved and separate NWIG
authority lists for each. The object codes are numerical, part of a hierarchical arrangement of subject
topics. The activity codes are three-letter abbreviations of the allowable activities. The object code
always precedes the activity code. The object code and activity code are separated by an underscore.
There are no specified format requirements for non-NWIG subject category schemes.

Example(s):
<suBJ>q50101_DEs</suBJ>
<suBJ>olo20306_EsH</suBJ>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
. One or more. At least one subject catego~y entry must come from the authorized object and

activity lists deveioped for metadata exchange.

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information: -
. Itis important to understand that the subject category is intended to indicate the broad topical area

that describes what the data object is about. The KEYWORD element should be used to indicate
highly specific subject descriptors of the data object. In each metadata record, it is mandatory that
there beat least one entry from the NWIG-approved/OSTl-developed subject codes. When multiple
subject codes are used, each must be marked with individual begin and end tags.

. NULL is not a permissible default value for this element.
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Element:
Object Type

Brief Definition:
This element attempts to characterize the kind of data object being described, based on broad types in
recognition of the fact that once the type is indicated, other descriptive aspects of the data object
directly depend on and are closely related to the type. A recommended list of tv~es has been
developed from which the record creator can pick, although the list is nonexclusive and non-
authoritative.

Format:
This is a text element. There are no special format issues.

Example(s):
<~pE>Document<~pE>
eTYpE>Coilection<~pE>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:

. This element has aspects both of the content of the object and its format. The criterion for
developing object types has been to recognize types which then lead to specific characteristics not
shared by all data objects, that is, characteristics which are specific to that type. Related elements
which are type specific are Object Subtype, Media/Format, Size, Attribute.

. The Object Type “Collection” is intended to identify a set of data objects that have some common
intellectual connection to each other- either a collection in the traditional iibrary sense (e.g., the
collection of documents donated by a particular individual or a physicai assemblage of objects in a
particular room brought together for some research purpose) or a grouping of data objects based on
some organizing principie which gives the data objects, as a set, enhanced vaiue.
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Element
Object Subtype

Brief Definition:
Within the broader concept of an Object Type, Clbject Subtype more specifically identifies the category
of the data object. A recommended list of tw es has been developed from which the record creator can
pick, although the list is nonexclusive and nonauthoritative. For each subtype, the list indicates even
more specific categories that are considered to fall under that subtype.

Format:
This is a text element. There are no special format issues.

Example(s):
<S IJB~pE>Atiiclec/S UBTYpE>

<SIJBwpE>Facility-related</SUBTYPE>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

.

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
None
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Element:
Media/Format

Brief Definition:
The physical nature, medium, or representation of the data object.

Format
This element is unstructured but normally is text.

Example(s):
eMED-FMT>paper</MED-FMT>
eMED-FMT>Microfiche>/M ED-FMT>

<MED-FMT>Negative> </MED-FMT>

<MED-FMT>3.5 inch DOS high density diskette </MED-FMT>

cMED-FMT>VHS Videotape</MED-FMT>

<MED-FMT>CD-ROM</MED-FMT> .

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information: -
. Related elements that together give a more complete description of the data object are type,

subtype, size and attribute.
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Element
SIZE

. .

Brief Definition:
The number of units or other designation that give an indication of the extent (e.g., duration) or size of
the data object.

Format:
This element is unstructured, but it is strongly recommended that applicable size units always be
included.

Example(s):
cSIZE>27 pages</SIZE>

<SIZE> 1 cjiskettec/ SIZE >

<!31ZE>64rninUteS</SIZE >
.

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. Related elements that together give a more complete description of the data object are type,

subtype, medialformat and attribute.
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Element:
Attribute

Brief Definition:
Further details about or amplification of the description of the physical object, such as whether a
photograph is black and white or color; the computer program or language of the data object.

Format:
This element is unstructured.

Example(s):
cA~R>QjOrc/ATTf+

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None .

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. Related elements that combined give a more complete description of the data object are type,

subtype, size and attribute.
. When the data object is in electronic format, it is recommended that the attribute element include the

format of a helper application.
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Element
Location

Brief Definition:
The physical and/or electronic location of the data object, e.g., electronic file name, a specific vault.
The purpose of this element is to enable the user to locate the data object.

Format
This element is unstructured. A set of Entitv Definitions for the registered locations within a site exists;
it is recommended, but not required, that these be used whenever applicable or that new locations be
registered on the Entity Definitions list. Contents of cLOC> which are from the Entity Definitions begin
with an ampersand. The Entity Definitions are under authority control.

Example(s):
<LOc>&LA.~</LOC >

cLOC>DOE-pit Data Collection; lnsp. Rec. Vault</LOC>

<Loc>&sNL-TechLib</Lot>
<LOC>http://www.whatever.sandia.gov</L-OC>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Mandatory

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
One or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information: ‘
None
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Element
Technical Contact

Brief Definition:
The person who understands and can explain the intellectuailtechnical content of the data object,
whether that person is the custodian or owner of the data objector not.

Formati
This element is unstructured, but it is recommended that names follow the format used for the <AU>
element. It is recommended that the role or title of the technical contact be included.

Example(s):
<CON> LANL, XNH, Group Otfice, 505/667-4206 c/CON>
<CON> Ward, CL, SNL, 505/845-9824</CON>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional information:
None
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Element:
External Identifier -~.

Brief Definition:
Identifier by which the originating and other organizations know the data object.

Format
This element is usually in a highly structured format, but it can vary widely from data object to data
object.

Example(s):
<EX4D>LA4JR-95-I 082c/E)(-lD>

<EX-I D>X-94-@33</E)(-lD>

<EX-ID LBL=’’SS-STILAS_l D”> 14292</EX-ltl>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional information:
. This element is typically an accession number, document number, or similar identifier by which the

data object can be cited and uniquely identified. An example would be a technical report number or
an ISBN (International Standard Book Number). A site-specific label maybe used to further clari~
the nature of the identifier.
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Element:
Author

Brief Definition:
The name of the person(s) chiefly responsible for the creation of the intellectual or artistic content of the
data object. However, others bearing an authorial role, while not being an author strictly speaking (e.g.,
an editor or translator), may be documented using this element.

Format
The recommend format is: Last name, initials (all upper case), with no periods after initials.
Additional clarifying information may be included as well.

Example(s):
cALJ>Ri&@r, JTe/AIJ>
<AU>Worlton, LR, et ,al.</AU>
cAU>Clark, pS Jr. c/AIJ>

<AU>Feynman, RL</AU>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. Use Originating Organization <ORG> to designate corporate authors. The <AU> element is

reserved for designating personal author(s)/creator(s).
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Element:
KEYWORD

Brief Definition:
Keywords are words related to or descriptive of the data object assigned by the record creator and/or
the data object’s author. his recommended that keywords be selective and meaningful.

Format:
There is no structure for keywords. Keywords maybe taken from any existing thesaurus or subject
guide, or freely chosen by the contributing organization. A number of standard labels are available for
indicating the nature of the keyword, and in some cases, use of the label indicates that the keyword is
being taken from an authority list. In that case, it is mandatory that the keyword be on the authority list
referenced by the label used. Site-specific labels may be created as well.

Example(s):
<KW> LBL=’’EVENT’’>TAFlKW>W>

<KW>Plutonium ignition</KW>
<KW>Chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons ignition</KW>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
May contain classified information

Additional Information:
●

●

Unlike the Subject Category, which attempts to place the data object in a broad subject area,
keywords are intended to very specifically characterize the intellectual content of the data object. To
facilitate retrieval, very specific keywords are encouraged for all-important content aspects of the
data object.
If the data object is about or relates to one or more nuclear shots and/or systems, it is recommended
that this element be used to identify one or more Nuclear shots or Systems that relate to this data
object. It is recommended that reference be to Event rather than System when possible since the
NWIG thesauri can provide the association c)fa given System with a specific Event. Including both
System and Event name in the same (otherwise unclassified) metadata record generally causes the
metadata record to become classified by the association of the two and is discouraged.
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Element:
Abstract/Description

Brief Definition:
A summary of the intellectual nature of the data object, written either as an abstract or as a free-form
description intended to give a general sense of what the data object is about or that situates it within
some larger context.

Format
Free text - no formatting recommendations.

Example(s):
cAB CLS=’’U?>A product Test l)a@ recwd contains variables data in GElSHA format for a product
tested on an automated tester or having data recorded manually on a data form. </AB>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more. Where more than one abstract or description exists in a record, it is recommended that
each be a separate occurrence of this element.

Classification Information:
May be classified. The classification of this element should be indicated within the beginning tag for the
element.

Additional Information:
None
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Element
See Also Reference

Brief Definition:
A reference to another data object that is believed by the record creator or author to be related in some
way to the data object described in the metadata record.

Format:
Free text - follow citation formatting standards tis applicable whenever possible.

Example(s):
<S EE>LL-COMW-90 1234<;SEE> [Citation to another metadata-~D] “”-

cSEE>P-22.94-303, Rev 1c/SEE> [Citation to a pre-existing unique object number]

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
●

●

●

If the @ataobject referred to has an NWIG metadata ID, preference should be given to citing the
related object by its metadata ID. If the referenced item is not known to have a metadata ID
number, select some unique attribute by which that object can be identified.

Site specific labels may be added to the tag to provide additional contextual information to the cited
reference.

Explanatory information describing the nature of the relationship between citing and cited data
objects may also be included in this element
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Element:
Version Note

Brief Definition:
The Version Note identifies which version is the data object described in a single metadata record.

Formafi
This is an unstructured, freeform field. It can include not only a version identifier, e.g., Revision 4.1, but
also notes describing the nature of the version.

Example(s):
evER>Rev B, 19930202c/vER>”

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences: .
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Unclassified

Additional Information:
. The version note identifies the version (e.g., revision, edition), if known, of a data object. The SEE

element can be used to link different versions of a data object.

. More than one version can be listed in a single metadata record; if it is important to distinguish
between versions, then the preferred option is to create separate records for each version of a data
object.
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Element:
Comment

Brief Definition:
This element is intended to permit any kind of note or information, typically not of a descriptive nature
(which belongs in the Abstract/Description element) which the creator of the record believes will be of
interest to or add value to an understanding of the entire metadata record and/or the data object it
represents.

Format
There is no formal structure to this field, but it is recommended that it consist of three component parts:
the date the comment was added, name/title of the individual adding the comment, and the comment
text.

Example(s):
cCOM>I 997oI 30- Collins, K/4, Report Process Team, LANL Research Library: The Advance system
contains several linked modules, one of which is the online library catalog; other components include
acquisitions/ordering, cataloging, authority control, and circulation. Access to the database is (1)
character-based via Telnet and a (2) Web interface that conforms to the ANSI Z39.50 standard .</COM>

.
cCOM>I 9950625- Newton, H, X-DO Vault’ Custodian - This object is one of a kind that should be
presetved for its historical significance. </COM>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended only as applicable

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
Although comment text is likely to be unclassified, classified information cannot be ruled out. Use the
XML formatting procedures described in the @neral Introduction to designate the classification of the
information in this element.

Additional Information:
None
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Element
Collection Title

Brief Definition:
A title, official or unofficial, that identifies an intellectual collection to which the data object belongs.

Format
Free form text. The Collection Title may be a formal title that appears on one or more of the data
objects comprising the collection, or it may be generated by the data object owner, metadata record
creator, etc., to identify some collective relationship between all the members of the collection.

Example(s):
CC-Tl>Proceedings of the XIV Annual DOE HE Conference</C-Tl>

<C-TI>X Divisi~n Vault, Stockpile Folders</C-Tl>

cC-TI>U.S. Atmospheric Nuclear Airblast Records(U) </C-Tl>

Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended if applicable .

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Classification Information:
May be classified but typically will be unclassified.

Additional Information:
In principle, all data objects in a collection, for which metadata records are created in the exchange
format, should include this element. The intent is to bring together, for search and retrieval
purposes, all members of an intellectualset or collection through the use of a common collection
title. Wherever possible, if a decision has been made to add a collection title to one data object in
the set, it should be added to any other members of the,set.
The concept of %ht makes a group of data objects an intellectual collection is a very broad one. It
may be an-entire libraryor vauk, the contents of a file folder (physical or electronic) or file drawer, all
the documents assembled by one individual, everything related to a particular task or project, or
papers presented at a conference. A single data object may be simultaneously a member of more
than one set or collection.
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Element
Browse Form

Brief Definition:
Location of an electronic, easily-browsed, representation of the data object. BROWSE versions of a
data object are not expected to be full-fidelity; rather they are expected to achieve ease of browsing by
discarding information. The location of full-fidelity electronic representations of a data object should be
given in <LOC>. As an example, the metadata record for a large radiograph might list both the physical
location and the location of a high-resolution scan in <LOC>, but <BROWSE> would contain locations
for any reduced-resolution scans (e.g., thumbnails) of the radiograph.

Formak
This element is unstructured.

Example(s): ‘
<BROWSE>http ://www.whatever/fiie .pdf</BROWSE>

cBROWSE>LANL On-Line Vault, 02044243 .pdf</BROWSE>

Mandatory or Recommended: .
Recommended

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Classification Information:
Unclassified though the data pointed to maybe classified

Additional Information:
None



Element
External Element

“.

I
Brief Definition:
The External Element provides a mechanism to include elements or fields existent in or imported from
another system that have not been specifically provided for in the metadata record format, but which the
contributor believes add value to the record and should be preserved and disseminated for exchange
purposes.

I
Format
This is an unstructured, free-form element. Since there is no parsing within the EX-EL field, various
formatting possibilities are illustrated in the Examples below. They are all equaiiy acceptable.

I
Example(s):
<~-EL> <Div>2 </E)(-EL>
<~.EL><ACCNO>526859/~-EL>
<~.EL><DEsTDATE> 0287</~-EL>

I <EX-EL>SHELF=STOCKPi LE,/EX-EL>
<EX-EL>FOLDER=W7$ 17/EX-EL>

I
c~-EL>cR~SON-DATE-TEXT>”Criticai ‘May 1994” <RELEASE-AUTHORiTY-NAME> ’’Defense
Nuciear (DNA/DFiM)” <CONTRACT-iD>”DNA 0222”</EX-EL>

I
Mandatory or Recommended:
Recommended

Legacy Exceptions:
None

Number of Possible Occurrences:
Zero or more

I Classification Information:
May contain classified information

Additional lnforma4km
. Eiements from an external system embedded in EX-EL are the oniy ones which may have just a

start tag and not an end tag, since aii markings within the <EX-EL> tag are ignored up to the end
c/E)(.Ef_> tag. The two different types of exam pies are illustrative of this point.
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